
/ CHAPTER 3

Harbors, Animals, Trains

On a slightly windy February day in 1903, perfect “emperor weather,”1 the 
Mole concrete pier in Swakopmund fi nally opened. Getting to that moment 
had taken time and eff ort. But now, the pier was packed with dignitaries, 
workers, and curious onlookers. A postcard captured festivities that day—af-
ter all, the construction had taken three and a half years. Now, crowds came 
to see the 365-meter-long structure stretching into the unpredictable coastal 
waters. As Governor Th eodor Leutwein recalled later, “It had been a hard fi ght, 
that now played out between human skill and energy and the power of nature. 
Again, and again the waves pushed the heavy concrete blocks that had been 
sunk in the ocean away, and again and again were they replaced until fi nally, 
they proved to be stronger and the Mole could open up for traffi  c on 12 Feb-
ruary 1903.”2 Nature had been conquered, it seemed, or at least harnessed. To 
celebrate, countless visitors fl ocked to the small coastal town. German consul 
to South Africa, and future governor of the colony, Friedrich von Lindequist, 
later commented on the lush green vegetation defi ning Swakopmund that 
day.3 It had rained. Th e responsible hydraulic engineering surveyor Hermann 
Friedrich Ortloff , his deputy, and countless unnamed African workers—seg-
regated based on status and race—crowded the new harbor to watch various 
ceremonies.4 Th e mood on the pier was elated, celebratory, certainly optimis-
tic. Offi  cials were confi dent that this structure would bring an upturn for the 
colony. No more fees and restrictions at nearby Walvis Bay. Instead, and from 
here forward, German ships could deboard “comfortable and without prob-
lems.”5 Th at the rough sea again took its toll and destroyed parts of the Mole 
in the coming months was no problem—aft er all, the harbor in Cape Town 
did not have it much better.6 According to the Swakopmund-based newspa-
per Deutsch-Südwestafrikanische Zeitung, little in that sense could dampen 
German confi dence now that the colonial power had its very own harbor and 
entry port, conquered in the communal “fi ght against the sea.”7 And so, aft er a 
fi nal “beer evening” and a last hail to Swakopmund, a satisfi ed engineer Ortloff  
left  the colony with a job done.8

Harbors and ways to reach central Namibia are at the center of chapter 3. 
Environmental factors had made transportation to and into the colony diffi  -
cult. Although German newcomers relied on the labor and expertise of West 
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African Kru men, bigger investments into infrastructure to ease the landing 
process had become essential. Ox wagons simply could not keep up with de-
mand, especially once the Rinderpest epizootic disrupted transport. Animal 
transfer with the introduction of camels from Tenerife had failed while local 
resistance further threatened colonization. Th e situation became increasingly 
precarious. A concrete pier and a small-gauge railway, means traditionally de-
scribed as “tools of empire” and “penetration,”9 were supposed to solve such 
logistical nightmares. Understood more recently as “imperial infrastructure,”10 
these structures would surely bring a transformation from African wasteland 
to productive settler space. Maybe, some hoped, such investments might even 
help divert German settlers otherwise lost to the United States. Th e roles and 
rule of experts, including imperial self-perceptions and the dismissal of local 
expertise, mattered. Such human ingenuity and labor have been widely dis-
cussed by scholars.11 But African labor, natural forces, animal dependencies, 
and diseases also shaped structures, especially in times of racialized biopolitics 
tied to Rinderpest.12 Aft er all, and as partially sketched out by historian Philipp 
Lehmann for Southwest Africa, “In this most arid of German colonies, infra-
structural development ran up against unprecedented environmental diffi  cul-
ties, and the tried and tested strategies and experiences from other European 
and colonial battlegrounds proved to be inadequate.”13 Th e concept of environ-
mental infrastructure allows for the incorporation of these factors, be those 
human (e.g., ingenuity, labor), non-human (e.g., pathogens), or natural forces 
(e.g., currents, wind)—and by doing that help complicate, disrupt, and rethink 
existing understandings and storylines.

Chapter 3 follows German colonial settlement patterns from the Atlan-
tic Ocean across desert landscapes. Th e fi rst section focuses on the creation 
and improvement of harbors. Apart from Lüderitzbucht, it became namely 
the town of Swakopmund where human ingenuity, labor, and natural forces 
shaped structures. Th e next section then highlights eff orts to reach inland. 
Forces defi ning desert landscapes, as well as a non-human agent introducing 
the Rinderpest pandemic, threatened colonial ambitions. Stories around ani-
mal engineering and the fi ght against this pathogen capture German desires to 
overcome such challenges. Th e construction of the railway then holds together 
the fi nal section. Seen as a silver bullet meant to control, rule, and transform 
the land, railway imperialism fueled colonial narratives of conquest and de-
fi ned stories around an emerging white settler space.14

Technological Marbles

“Th e sun casts a dazzling light through the haze of thin clouds over the sea and 
beach.” Th ese are the words of the editor of the Deutsch-Südwestafrikanische 
Zeitung newspaper Georg Wasserfall. It was the year 1901, and he described 
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the landing process in Swakopmund. “Th e sea scintillates with color: streaks 
and spots of light-green alternate with light-blue as the thin clouds in the air 
part to allow patches of the blue sky to show through.” Aft er further painting 
a picture of the beautiful scenery, his gaze wandered to “a stately steamer” 
off shore. “Between it and the shore a large number of rowboats traverse in 
uninterrupted traffi  c to unload their cargo. A small steam launch brings the 
boats near the beach, the oars dipping into the ridge of the last wave, rushing 
a boat with the speed of an arrow onto land and in the next instant placing it 
securely upon the sand bank.”15 Some of these surfb oats had been specifi cally 
developed by the company Lührs for landing on the West African coastline.16 
Teams of skilled Kru men, employed to compensate for a missing natural har-
bor and landing structures, loaded, rowed, and unloaded newly arriving cargo. 
Accidents were not rare. In June 1899, for example, a landing boat shuttling 
between steamer Lothar Bohlen and Swakopmund tipped over in the rough of 
the Atlantic Ocean. According to one paper, “a boat with fi ft een men capsized 
about thirty meters away from the surf.”17 Th e sea was not particularly harsh 
that day—newly arriving passengers had just stood up in the boat too early. It 
shift ed, turned sideways, and tipped. Search eff orts began right away, retriev-
ing twelve. At that point talk about the construction of a harbor had already 
been widespread. A popular tune sung regularly in a ballroom in Klein-Wind-
hoek at least dreamed of a long, wide, and solid pier, and easy landings without 
Kru men and accidents.18

Further south, in Germany’s only natural entry point, Lüderitzbucht, infra-
structure projects had defi ned eff orts to ease landing for some time. Originally, 
the South African Territories Syndicate Ltd had held a monopoly on any such 
work. Although promising to build a railway,19 a lack of landing structures 
or potential for trade made such ventures pointless.20 Eventually the German 
Colonial Society stepped in. In 1895, the Deutsche Kolonialzeitung newspaper, 
the mouthpiece of that society, had confi dently outlined that “with little eff ort, 
Lüderitzbucht could be turned into a rather good harbor.”21 Two years later 
the Colonial Society began with the construction of a small wooden jetty. Vir-
tually all materials had to be brought in. Th e completed jetty was 140 meters 
long; by 1898, it was extended by about another eighty. Th e Colonial Society 
also brought in a steam crane and established a small coal depot allowing vis-
iting ships to refuel.22 In July 1900, German workers then began blasting away 
the rocks at the entrance of the bay.23 By the turn of the century, reaching and 
landing in Lüderitzbucht became somewhat easier.24

Yet there had been little reason to stop there. Why call at Lüderitzbucht when 
there is no way to replenish water supplies? Even for the Woermann-Line, 
a German shipping company overseen by entrepreneur, politician, and avid 
colonialist Adolph Woermann, there was little economic reasoning for add-
ing Lüderitzbucht to its service. Plus, without adequate water provisions, few 
could make the journey through the desert. Th e German Colonial Society 
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stepped in again, installing a so-called sun condensation unit. It was meant 
to produce drinking water out of the ocean using evaporation.25 Whereas this 
sounds fancy, early units were no more than a wooden box fi lled with seawater 
and covered with a glass lid. It looked more like a hotbed used for gardening. 
In the winter, so between May and August, it could produce about fi ve gallons 
of drinking water a day; in the summer about thirty-fi ve gallons.26 One ob-
server who traveled to Lüderitzbucht in 1890 noted that “Back home, we give 
beggars a piece of bread, here the Hottentot wants just a drink of water!”27 By 
August 1897, the Colonial Society then installed a much more sophisticated 
steam condensation setup: seawater evaporated to be collected on a glass roof 
(Figure 3.1).28 While newspapers such as the Deutsches Kolonialblatt newspa-
per bragged about such improvements,29 drinking water remained costly and 
hard to come by.30

Farther north in Swakopmund, Germany’s main entry point and presumed 
competitor to nearby Walvis Bay, investments eventually began to pour in. 
Offi  cially founded in 1892, ships had increasingly utilized the area to unload 
their cargo on the beachfront. At this point, that meant anchoring several ki-
lometers off  the coastline. Over time, more and more German newcomers ar-
rived through this gateway. Governor Th eodor Leutwein, for instance, came 

Figure 3.1. NAN 06653, “Pulling a half-drowned condensator out of Angra Pequena, 

ca. 1896,” courtesy of the National Archives Windhoek.
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ashore on 1 January 1894. Soon colonial enthusiasts began fantasizing about 
quickly overtaking and “gradually paralyze[ing] Walvis Bay.”31 Yet such rheto-
ric was no more than wishful thinking—by 1891 there were only 310 Germans 
living in all of Southwest Africa.32 At least settlers in Swakopmund had access 
to drinking water. Residents had hand-dug water holes in the nearby riverbed 
of the Swakop River, using sardine cans as ladles to get the water out.33 Travel 
inland was also much easier. According to one memorandum submitted to 
the German parliament, oxen treks would be thankful for the new harbor in 
Swakopmund.34 At the same time, currents, winds, fog, and shallow waters 
continually complicated the landing process. In 1896, a report published in a 
German maritime magazine pointed to the strong surf.35 Hugo von François 
was confi dent that development would be simple. In his view, German inge-
nuity and expertise could easily build an excellent harbor. Silting-in, he voiced, 
would not be an issue. Observations and descriptions of the coastline had long 
circulated, among them, a report by Commander J. Heldt of steamer Jeanette 
Woermann who had experience landing there.36 According to a summary pub-
lished in a newspaper in 1895, the ship stopped in Walvis Bay fi rst. Th ere, 
“unfavorable harbor conditions” defi ned the landing and boarding process. Of 
course, this was not the case at the mouth of the Swakop two days later, when 
“not even one bag got wet.”37 Whereas Heldt’s report was tainted by the author’s 
aversion toward Germany’s nearby colonial competitor, he favored a low-cost 
metal jetty.38 Most offi  cials, however, believed in the potential of a concrete 
pier—and ultimately decided to go with that option.

Eff orts of what would eventually come to be known as the Mole began 
with a detailed assessment of the location. No other than well-known Naval 
Harbor Architect Heinrich Mönch, an expert on naval structures with expe-
riences in Wilhelmshaven and Kiel, briefl y visited Swakopmund in 1895; he 
put forward an estimate in 1897 and developed the overall plans.39 Hydraulics 
Engineering Surveyor Friedrich Wilhelm Ortloff  led the subsequent construc-
tion. Born in 1860 in Stettin, Ortloff  had attended the Andreas Real-Gym-
nasium in Berlin-Friedrichshain before ending up at the Technical Institute 
Berlin, later rising to government master builder.40 In November 1898 he ar-
rived in Swakopmund, accompanied by around fi ft y workers from Germany.41 
Adding to Mönch’s reports, Ortloff  soon put forward a coherent proposal.42 
A feasibility study of the proposal by the Königlich-Preussischen Ministeri-
ums der öff entlichen Arbeiten (Royal-Prussian Ministry for Public Works) 
brought no complaints—although those experts acknowledged that they 
were not able to assess the structural integrity of the project since they did 
not know much about the local circumstances and natural forces, especially 
regarding the movement of sand along the coastline.43 Ortloff , who had spent 
two years observing the “harsh and inaccessible” nature,44 however, was not 
worried. He concluded that “a stronger movement of sand [along the coast] 
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could not have occurred.”45 Th is assessment was surprising given that he also 
wrote about the potential for a silting-in of Walvis Bay. Whereas his scientifi c 
observations might have been skewed by his contempt for Germany’s neigh-
boring opponent, his records include details about climate and weather, waves, 
ocean currents, shift s in sea levels and coastlines, and water depth. According 
to one scholar, his measurements only recorded deposits near the mouth of the 
Swakop River, however, and not much further north.46 Whereas this oversight 
would have major consequences later on, in May 1899 Ortloff  went ahead and 
submitted his proposal for the construction of a Mole to the Foreign Offi  ce. 
Aft er a couple of minor adaptations, construction fi nally began.47

Descriptions of the actual building process give a sense of circumstances; 
they also shed light onto German mentalities and mindsets. Th e work in Swa-
kopmund certainly captured the imagination of the general public. Specialist 
magazines such as the Zeitung des Vereins Deutscher-Eisenbahnverwaltung had 
outlined a lack of structures in the empire early on.48 Now, regular techni-
cal magazines and regular papers told tales about overcoming nature. Local 
newspapers were framing the project as “the fi ght” against the elements along 
a foreign and frightening coast.49 Yet it would be Ortloff  himself who painted 
the most vivid picture of all. He certainly believed in the abilities of German 
engineering as well as the inevitable conquest and defeat of nature—even if it 
might be more challenging compared to more familiar settings in Northern 
Germany. Mostly published in technical magazines several years later, Ortloff  
repeatedly framed the actual construction process as a heroic colonial struggle 
against the undisciplined waters, climate, and peoples of Southwest Africa. In 
the case of Swakopmund, heroic storylines generally set in with the foundation 
stone ceremony on 2 September 1899.50 At that point work had already begun, 
including the erection of mostly prefabricated housing for workers. Early ef-
forts had also included the construction of a narrow-gauge railway to trans-
port rocks from a nearby quarry and the assembly of a water pipeline run by a 
windmill later used to guarantee the town’s water supply.51 Ortloff  had chosen a 
spot with some solid rocks to build on. He favored the use of a mixture of con-
crete, sand, and granite for the foundation. Th e project employed hundreds of 
workers. Statistics shift  over the course of construction. On average, 78 whites 
and 197 black workers were employed on site. At a highpoint, there were 142 
white workers and 520 African laborers at work.52 According to Ortloff , out 
of 78 German workers, some quit right away; others got used to conditions 
only aft er some time. He added that Herero and Ovambo laborers worked 
hard and behaved well. Still, and in line with discriminatory mindsets, Ortloff  
added that they needed strong guidance and had to be “treated appropriately.” 
“Th ese people had to be treated like children: one must be friendly but just.”53 
Out of reach for the German colonial state in the north, and with a long his-
tory of traveling south for work, migrant Ovambo workers were likely contract 
laborers. Maybe that is why they worked more diligently than the Herero, to 
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follow the newspaper Deutsche Kolonialzeitung.54 During Governor Th eodor 
Leutwein’s rule German colonists already began breaking up allegiances of 
certain Herero chiefs “in order to provide labour for government projects.”55 
Ortloff  thus likely also relied on some forced or at least unwilling laborers. In 
any case, African workers lived segregated from white settlements in werft s 
(homesteads) and pontoks (huts); they also faced harsh punishments. One of-
fi cial report signed by Ortloff  himself gives some idea of what that might have 
entailed: it speaks of twenty-fi ve blows for a worker by the name of Cleopas 
for “laziness” on the job.56 Ovambo and Herero certainly completed the more 
arduous tasks. According to Ortloff , the comparatively few whites mainly “op-
erated machinery, maintained railroad tracks, sharpened chisels, and such.”57

Th e wet and cold climate along the coast shaped construction and nar-
ratives. For one, the weather on the coast was not a climate the Herero and 
Ovambo would have been used to. Both lived in areas away from the coastline. 
Evidence about their specifi c experiences on site is sparse. One report from 
the harbor offi  ce complained that the indigenous population “were supposedly 
not very useful and that they furthermore did not take the climate along the 
coast well.”58 Initially the weather had been good, and construction had moved 
along with few issues or delays. Th en circumstances changed dramatically. As 
Ortloff  noted later on, “Yet suddenly, at the beginning of June [1900] a heavy 
sea emerged, and it resulted in the massive destruction [of sections of the pier] 
so that the continuation of work had to wait until the end of the year.”59 Strong 
waves swept away a German worker. He drowned at sea.60 Plus, temporary 
wooden structures got crushed.61 At one point, Ortloff , returning from Ger-
many aft er a vacation, could not even land due to the weather.62 Instances of 
reprieve as weather cleared up were only temporary. According to one newspa-
per writing in 1902, “In the last eight days we had aft er good times once again a 
malicious sea, which also made it hard for construction work on the Mole. No 
less than six blocks on the south side of the site fell over or were moved, four 
of them in one night. If one does not observe the energies oneself then one can 
hardly envision the force of impacting waves. It is a sight of gruesome beauty 
to see from the tip of the structure the stretched surge arrives and then breaks 
along the upturned blocks, the white foam splashes high up and with wild roar-
ing and foaming washing high up over the rocks of the embankment.”63 De-
lays soon piled up, and the work dragged on. Descriptions of one aft ernoon in 
Swakopmund give a sense of what that meant when a ship arrived: Kru men 
struggling when trying to land people and cargo, fi ghting currents, surf, wind, 
fog. Papers wrote that “Th e Mole boat had come too close to an incorrect [land-
ing] spot on the beach due to fog and at the attempt of the rowers to get back 
at sea it became waterlogged. Luckily all fi ve or six passengers got away with a 
cold bath.”64 “If only the ocean stays calm for a little longer,” one impatient voice 
exclaimed by June.65 It was to no avail, and the weather displayed “a rarely seen 
great wildness,” to quote from another newspaper article.66
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Eventually, and in large part due to the unacknowledged eff orts of Her-
ero and Ovambo laborers, the project was completed. For German experts 
and colonists, it had always just been a matter of time until their ingenuity 
would defeat nature. Plus, and to follow one newspaper, if even the English ac-
knowledged the “considerable progress” thanks to Ortloff ’s expertise, then all 
would be well.67 Ortloff  himself had spoken enthusiastically about the future 
of the Mole at a talk in Berlin. In his view, it would open in September 1902.68 
Meanwhile landings continued to rely on surfb oats steered by Kru men. Mar-
garethe von Eckenbrecher, a settler disembarking with her husband in 1902, 
described her arrival around that time: “Th e anticipation and excitement were 
so big, that one barely had the time for fear. Like an arrow, we shot through 
the surf, and with a whopping jerk, the front of our boat drove on the sand 
while the back rose high. From ashore some kaffi  r [derogatory term for a black 
African] came towards us and before having a clue about their intentions one 
of them had already put me on the back and carried me trotting towards the 
dry [ground].”69 From her point of view the completion of the Mole was long 
overdue when it fi nally opened in early 1903.70 Th e price tag for construction 
of the Mole and surrounding structures of about 2.5 million Marks was stun-
ning. Yet the investment certainly seemed worth it.71 Ortloff  ended his narra-
tive by refl ecting on “the unique construction site some thousand kilometers 
away from the Heimat homeland,” defi ned by a lack of machinery, a lack of 
disciplined workers and harsh environmental conditions—including “the not 
rarely miserable climatic circumstances and the resulting diseases and pan-
demics.”72 For him, the opening ceremony in February 1903 marked not only 
a personal victory. Th is was a victory for German engineering, ingenuity, and 
persistence in the face of unknown challenges. Th at it had been largely Herero, 
Ovambo, and Kru male workers who had withstood the Atlantic Ocean, who 
had faced strong winds, cold weather, and diseases did not make it into colo-
nial narratives. In April 1903, one newspaper noted that this structure now 
organized the landing process “in a decent way.”73 Others agreed, stating that 
the unloading went rather smoothly now.74 Setbacks like the destruction of a 
small lighthouse located at the Mole’s endpoint were brushed aside.75 Instead, 
and according to contemporary discussions, German ingenuity and hard work 
had solved the access-problem once and for all.

Animal Engineering

Th e pathogen came from far away. Eventually known by the German term 
for cattle plague, biologically the Rinderpest virus (RPV) is a single-stranded, 
negative sense RNA virus. Th at means it has ribonucleic acid as its genetic ma-
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terial.76 Widely believed to be “the most lethal virus disease of cattle, domestic 
buff aloes and various wild artiodactyla,”77 scientists now know that transmis-
sion generally comes from close contact with an infected animal. Th at could 
happen via the inhalation of nasal or oral droplets, or fecal discharge.78 Th e 
disease then develops in three phases. Aft er what scientists call “a silent in-
cubation period” of about eight to ten days, fever and violent diarrhea follow. 
Infected animals become restless and depressed, lose their appetite, and expe-
rience constipation and congestion of the visible mucous membranes. As the 
virus multiplies, nasal discharges and the onset of diarrhea with other symp-
toms plague animals. In the fi nal phase, which lasts about a week, animals arch 
their backs and strain, and their excrement increasingly include blood. Fatal-
ities can be imminent at any point during this third stage and animals mostly 
die of dehydration.79 Whereas those surviving the plague recover quickly and 
benefi t from life-long immunity, according to recent studies mortality rate 
approaching 90–100 percent have been documented.80 Th e devastating pan-
demic likely emerged in the steppes of eastern Europe and western Asia before 
moving into Eastern Africa by the 1880s.81 In 1896, there was a reported case 
in the Zambezi region,82 sparking fears for Southwest Africa’s transport system 
and broader livelihoods of pastoralists.

Little had changed in regard to transport since German arrival in Angra 
Pequena. Pferdesterbe (African horse sickness), an insect borne disease en-
demic to the region, had made the use of horses unsuitable.83 Travelers thus 
had to rely on ox wagons to cross a “desolate, sad ground” and “[b]arren moun-
tains, rivers without water, trees without leaves, birds without voices,” to fol-
low one contemporary.84 In 1898, one colonial proponent described howling 
winds, the crinkly sound of constantly moving sand, and the dense fog—the 
latter only increasing the possibility of getting lost.85 “Th e almost unrelenting 
blowing wind from southeast, oft en turning into a storm, pushes sand from 
one spot to the other; here it blows it away from one dune, there it accumu-
lates it onto a dune. Oft en hundreds of such wandering colossuses are right 
next to each other, and through those one has to meander a path.” He also 
gave readers a sense of the journey: “Once in a while it also happens that one 
can do no other than cut right over one of those crooks, and then man and 
animal have to use all their power to overcome that obstacle. Th e big whip, 
a fi ve-meter-long bamboo stick with six-meter-long whiplashes, then blows 
the poor oxen without mercy, and with screams from the herding personnel 
it moves forward piece by piece.”86 If all went well—and that meant the ox 
wagon had not been overloaded, did not get stuck too oft en, there was enough 
water, and the wagon train did not get lost—then crossing the Namib Desert 
from Lüderitzbucht could be done within about sixteen hours. Many times 
that meant sending oxen back to drink; it was also not unusual to hear about 
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some travelers losing twelve, fourteen, even sixteen animals out of a group of 
twenty. Bleached corpses of animals eventually littered desert routes, bearing 
witness to the precarity of traveling inland (see book cover photo).

Th e situation had not been much better further north. Although drinking 
water was easier to come by in Swakopmund, travelers still faced similar chal-
lenges. An episode from 1893 illustrates the dangers. At the time, a group of 
soldiers had landed in Walvis Bay, about forty kilometers to the south. On their 
way to Swakopmund they almost ran out of water. Th at some had decided to 
drink salty seawater only made matters worse. Kru men from Swakopmund 
reached that particular group just in time.87 Hiding the liquid by burying it in 
along the way eventually became standard practice for many journeys beyond 
town-limits. Th e route to Windhoek along the Baiweg, that main artery estab-
lished by Jonker Afrikaner earlier, also crossed arid landscapes. Plus, ox treks 
on that route had to scale a good amount of elevation to reach Windhoek on 
the Khomas Highland plateau at about 1,500–1,800 meters above sea level. 
Once traffi  c increased, so did overgrazing along the way. Th at again limited 
travel. Attacks by Witbooi’s men and other groups could disrupt journeys as 
well. Take the experiences of colonialist Kurd Schwabe. Disembarking in Wal-
vis Bay and part of the march to Swakopmund that almost ran out of water, he 
described the growing reliance on supply carts for feed as pastures got worse 
and worse along an oft en unprotected Baiweg.88 For him, and many others, 
the interior was thus a place where traders die of thirst or are robbed by the 
indigenous population.89

News of the Rinderpest (cattle plague) horrifi ed colonists and Africans. 
Anxieties in German Southwest Africa ran high once the pandemic arrived in 
nearby South Africa and neighboring British Bechuanaland. German travel-
ers relied on ox wagons and could not aff ord to see disruptions; some farmers 
in the interior also had cattle. Herero, who lived in “a period of intense re-
construction” and (re-)pastoralization, were a modern pastoral society.90 Th ey 
owned large herds of cattle as well as small stock of sheep and goats; they also 
held claims to land (wells and pastures), guns, and horses. A cattle pandemic 
would certainly threaten their economic survival. A letter from Windhoek 
published in a paper captured overall sentiments and concerns in the colony 
regarding the “the specter of Rinderpest” closing in; it also already noted that 
Herero herds will be hit most directly, a potentially benefi cial prospect for white 
farmers competing for resources.91 In June 1897, an article in the newspaper 
Deutsche Kolonialzeitung outlined what was at stake regarding logistics. “With-
out a regular connection of interior stations to the harbors the sizeable colonial 
troops will not only be hindered in their fl exibility but also face starvation; all of 
the wonderful gains regarding trade would be destroyed and in times to come 
no person would invest neither money nor life into such a risky colony.” Th e 
article emphasized that “[i]n fact, all is at play for German Southwest Africa.”92
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Offi  cials soon sought to protect the colony the best they could. By June 1896, 
the German colonial government in Windhoek had already banned the im-
port of all potentially infected animals and suspicious animal products, namely 
horns and hides, at least for the area loosely under German control.93 More-
over, Deputy Governor Friedrich von Lindequist established a Rinderpest-
Absperrlinie. Best translated as a “cattle plague cordon” meant to halt the 
spread of the pandemic, this boundary stretched (east to west) from Otjituo 
to Tsawisis and was established between November 1896 and February 1897. 
Th e colonial government placed sixteen military outposts along a stretch of 
500 kilometers.94 In most cases, such outposts were strategically located near 
watering holes to better control the movement of people and animals, a move 
that would permanently alter the topography in favor of German control. In 
the end, however, eff orts to protect the German protectorate failed and the 
pandemic arrived in early 1897. According to Governor Th eodor Leutwein, “It 
entered north of Gobabis by coming over the eastern border and fi rst hit the 
cattle herds of chief Tjetjo. Before news of that could reach the government 
the pandemic had already been borne to the Windhoek district by traders.”95 
Of course, Rinderpest did not magically move by itself; it was also not a wave 
but began as a trickle. As outlined by historian Gary Marquardt, the epizootic 
used environmental factors as well as troubled relationships among diff erent 
communities, combined with other dynamics, to spread through the region.96 
Widespread drought helped because animals were close together at watering 
points.97 In German Southwest Africa, news about a suspicious disease among 
cattle herds eventually reached Windhoek on 6 April 1897. Th at day colonial 
troops inaugurated a monument for their fellow soldiers who had lost their 
lives in the fi ght against a recently defeated Hendrik Witbooi.98 Veterinarian 
Karl Ludwig (Louis) Sander, who had come to the colony in 1893 to investigate 
Horse Sickness and other diseases,99 later concluded that preventive measures 
had failed largely because massive rains had turned areas generally unsuitable 
for such a pandemic into contagious spaces.100 In his view, a lack of experts, 
insuffi  cient infrastructure, and secrecy among those fi rst suspecting an issue 
did not help.101 Sander, like other voices at the time, blamed specifi c instances 
of non-cooperation from Herero for the outbreak of the disease although they 
had been “insistently made aware” of its devastating nature.102 Such references 
illustrate how discussions of the pandemic slotted into underlying racist ste-
reotypes regarding the supposed ignorance, laziness, or stubbornness of Afri-
can cattle farmers.

Experiments meant to alleviate pressures on oxen by introducing cam-
els took place immediately. As mentioned already, Commissioner Curt von 
François had initially tried his hand at such an animal transfer in 1891. German 
impatience, partially grounded in a lack of expertise, combined with problems 
scaling high desert dunes, had resulted in failure. Not that some eff orts had 
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not been promising. In 1892, and according to Lieutenant François, camels 
outdid oxen and demonstrated their “helpfulness.”103 Expenditures, however, 
to follow one letter found in the colonial archives, were at this point no match 
for those of existing transport animals. Th ese camels that had arrived in the 
colony stayed. Most of them became seemingly feral and overall “useless,” to 
follow one discussion. Maybe ironically, they grew in population. In 1897, the 
Siedlungsgesellschaft  settlement society then again tried to introduce camels as 
pack animals. Hoping to tame and make use of existing camels for work, the 
society specifi cally pointed to the need for additional transport animals given 
the Rinderpest.104

German and African ingenuity also got to work. African societies had expe-
riences with cattle diseases. One infected Friesland bull imported to neighbor-
ing South Africa in 1854 introduced the contagious bovine pleuropneumonia 
(CBPP) to the region. Th e outbreak stayed localized yet returned in 1860, 
the year the Herero later named Otjipunga (the year of the lung). Eff orts to 
control future issues took shape thereaft er. Jonker Afrikaner for one oversaw 
the establishment of a quarantine station near Otjihorongo (halfway between 
Windhoek and Gross Barmen).105 Once Rinderpest appeared on the horizon 
African societies relied on all kinds of methods to combat it. Local medicines 
such as an aloe plant (Otjindombo), as well as the insertion of an infected piece 
of meat into an incision made in the cow’s neck, seemed to help somewhat.106 
For German offi  cials, containment initially became the name of the game.107 
Plus, they depended on the father of modern bacteriology, Robert Koch, who 
had developed a vaccination method. Koch had been invited to South Africa 
by the Cape Government to study the cattle plague. By late March 1897, he in-
formed offi  cials that he had a workable solution.108 Historian Giorgio Miescher 
describes how Koch “cautioned against using a vaccine obtained from blood 
serum, believing this method is too uncertain and in need of further research, 
he believed a vaccine created from the bile fl uid of animals infected with rin-
derpest would protect healthy cattle,”109 and noting that “the existing methods 
of quarantine, disinfection, and ad hoc inoculation were used in the hope of 
slowing the pandemic’s spread and mitigating its eff ects.”110 Yet enforcing quar-
antine was diffi  cult. Although the German colonial government employed a 
veterinarian Wilhelm Rickmann by 1894, veterinary infrastructure suff ered 
from a lack of manpower. Plus, few initial signs of sickness and market forces 
limited abilities to enforce any meaningful confi nements.111 And so preven-
tive measures, cordons, and experimental vaccines went nowhere. Governor 
Leutwein, who noted in a report on 17 May that cordoning off  of Hereroland 
could be helpful in decreasing their cattle to a “reasonable amount,”112 called 
upon the help of Koch’s assistant, Paul Kohlstock. Th e latter had worked with 
Koch in Kimberley. Aft er several delays the expert fi nally arrived in Windhoek 
from Cape Town in late May 1897.113 By then the situation on the ground had 
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become increasingly desperate. For one, prices for travel inland had increased 
dramatically. Th at resulted in higher cost for goods that the colony depended 
on.114 Farmers were thus eagerly awaiting the results of all kinds of trials.115 
Concerns about limited success lingered early on,116 and at least according to 
Sander, all of this took way too long.117 Discussions about mandatory inocu-
lation soon followed as the colonial government tried to get a handle on the 
situation.118 Over time, improvements tied to blood-inoculation, boosters, and 
the use of gall fl uid brought some relief (Figure 3.2);119 the government also set 
up a research laboratory for animal diseases at Gammams near Windhoek and 
over time would expand the veterinary infrastructure in the colony.120 Con-
temporary German writers, in line with broader colonial narratives, thus soon 
spoke about the victory of science over nature.121

Yet Rinderpest had not struck equally. As Miescher observed: “Contempo-
rary authors considered the vaccine campaign a success primarily because the 
vaccine saved many or even most of the livestock belonging to European set-
tlers. However, the picture was far bleaker among African cattle owners, espe-
cially those in central Namibia, where losses were signifi cantly greater.”122 At 
this point previous confl icts between German colonists and namely the Herero 
in central Namibia, as well as divisions among the latter, had already resulted 
in loss of territory. German newcomers had bought land and cattle; Governor 
Leutwein’s policy of divide and conquer as well as local rebellions also pro-
vided ample avenues for confi scating land, waterholes, and animals. Although 

Figure 3.2. Harvesting blood for serum, Cape Colony, ca. 1902. Agricultural Journal 

of the Cape of Good Hope 23 (1903), aft er 72, HathiTrust/public domain.
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the Herero still owned lots of livestock, historian Jan-Bart Gewald noted that 
the resulting “inadvertent overcrowding” in some areas had dire implications 
for them.123 Miescher unpacked the underlying power structures responsible 
for broader discrepancies regarding the impact of the virus more. He noted 
that “European settlers and the African elites allied to the colonial system were 
more likely to comply with the unfamiliar inoculation process”124—and more 
of their animals survived. As a result, and to follow veterinarian Sander, some 
Herero were left  with some forty animals out of thousands.125 According to 
colonial offi  cial and future settlement commissioner Paul Rohrbach, “It is hard 
to say how large the herds of the Herero were at the time . . . What is certain 
is that the majority perished. But quite a few livestock survived.”126 German 
sources at times reference Herero’s refusal to participate in vaccination cam-
paigns. As outlined by Gewald, this had several reasons. For one, inoculation 
was still unreliable. Second, those offi  cials overseeing the intentional infection 
of cattle cared little about Herero concerns tied to certain animals. Overzealous 
vaccinators, for instance, “confi scated cattle for the production of vaccine re-
gardless of the size of the stock owner’s herd, and then used the vaccine on the 
herds of totally diff erent stock owners.”127 Dramatic drops in price, of course, 
also did not help people deeply tied to cattle for their livelihood.128 Evidence 
also suggests a “cattle apartheid,” with the Germans prioritizing their own an-
imals and infrastructure.129 Finally, and at least according to one oral history, 
Germans employed vaccination as a means to expand their control. “Our guns 
were confi scated under the pretext of being immunised,”130 two Herero noted 
later on. Th e Germans certainly hoped to expand their infl uence and access 
to land, and there are documented instances of them using force.131 Tensions 
had grown for some time. Take an incident near Omaruru when a German 
vaccination team tried to forcefully vaccinate Herero animals.132 “Among the 
herds belonging to the whites,” on the other hand, and to follow Rohrbach, 
“some 50–90 percent were saved, depending on when they were inoculated.”133 
Sander points to survival rates of 30–50 percent in the early days in the district 
of Windhoek and along the Baiweg.134 It was still a devastating sight. Accord-
ing to settler Helene von Falkenhausen, carcasses littered the landscape, which 
at times poisoned water supplies.135

Th e outbreak of the pandemic marked a turning point in Namibian history. 
Th e disproportionate impact on Herero cattle reshaped power structures.136 
Th e experiences shared by Kajata, a Herero voice recorded by Sander, put it 
succinctly when stating, “Until now I was a Großmann (big man) and had 
lots of people in my service, now I am among the poorest and must look for 
services I can provide for others!”137 One observer reported that many Her-
ero were left  with merely 5 percent of their herd.138 Th at was a disaster. Th ey 
lost economic power in the area and were forced to rely much more on Ger-
man jobs.139 Th at only German settlers saw government compensation made 
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things worse.140 Th e Herero’s loss was the German empire’s gain. As Sander 
pointed out, the pandemic made the Herero population less dangerous and 
gave Germans “a big advantage.”141 For him this meant that Germans might 
be able to access cheap labor and fi nally force the local population to settle 
down. German settler Carl Schlettwein, who had come to the country in 1896, 
agreed. He later stated that “[d]espite the enormous losses, the rinderpest also 
had some benefi t for the economic status of the colony, one might say. Th e 
white cattle farmer was suddenly confronted with entirely new circumstances. 
He was suddenly at the forefront in importance.”142 A high demand made the 
surviving cattle worth much more, another massive advantage. A German 
newspaper wrote in this context, “If hunger forces large numbers of natives to 
seek employment and pay, one can fi x their wages . . . in an appropriate form. 
Only under such changed conditions is it possible to undertake the settling of 
the country with any fair chance of success. Th ose who know the country are 
therefore of the opinion that the consequences of the rinderpest can be very 
benefi cial for the development of the Protectorate.”143 Yet the pandemic also 
resulted in the breakdown of transport. According to one scholar, in 1896 the 
pandemic brought travel inland to the brink of total collapse.144 Without alter-
natives the demand for the construction of a railway became noticeable.145 As 
outlined in the Windhoeker Anzeiger newspaper in 1899, “Th e danger brought 
by the outbreak of the Rinderpest pandemic in South Africa in the year 1897 
brought the colonial administration to the decision to start with the construc-
tion of a railway from Swakopmund into the interior.”146 Governor Leutwein 
made the same point later when writing, “Th e most important consequence 
that emerged out of the Rinderpest was the long hoped for and profoundly 
necessary construction of a train from the coast to Windhoek.”147 Th e fact that 
the Herero were now much more dependent on the colonial state and look-
ing for labor was a bonus when thinking about such a major construction 
project.148

Reaching Inland

“Here I stand, I can do no other.”149 Th is statement is commonly associated 
with Protestant Reformer Martin Luther and his defense at the Diet of Worms 
in 1521. Yet within Namibian history it refers to a stranded, rusty road loco-
motive. Partially restored and declared a national monument in 1975, these 
days tourists can see the steam tractor in the Martin Luther Museum a cou-
ple of kilometers outside of Swakopmund. Its storie, told widely within the 
German-speaking community to this day,150 began with the eff orts of German 
lieutenant and imperial entrepreneur Edmund Troost. Troost was eager to ad-
dress Southwest Africa’s logistical nightmare: there was no railway line inland 
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and so-called cape or ox wagons crossing the desert from the coast were slow 
and oft en unreliable.151 If the young colony ever wanted to challenge neighbor-
ing Walvis Bay with its own German entry point at Swakopmund, he believed, 
reliable access to the interior was a must.152 Troost, who had already instituted 
a regular shipping line between Cape Town, Lüderitzbucht, Walvis Bay, and 
later Swakopmund,153 envisioned that a road locomotive would bridge the time 
until the inevitable construction of a railway.154 Hence, in early 1896, a steam 
tractor was hauled aboard a shipment leaving Hamburg to Swakopmund, 
arriving in the colony in late February.155 Unloading the massive engine was 
diffi  cult, especially since the ship had not picked up experienced Kru men in 
Monrovia. Whereas this ironically forced Troost to drop at Walvis Bay,156 his 
problems did not end there. Witbooi’s raids, the limited availability of labor, 
the high costs for water, and the absence of expert mechanics continually de-
layed travel.157 In the end, his “steam oxen,” as Troost aff ectionately called this 
metallic beast, sat around for about four and a half months.158 Th at standstill, 
by the way, explains its nickname Martin Luther. Eventually the locomotive 
went on its journey, dragging itself through desert sands, stuck virtually every 
fi ft y meters or so. According to Troost, “It was neither the fault of the high 
weight nor the lack of machine power [but] rather the fact that wheels, which 
had only six attachable crossway shovels, found no suffi  cient points of traction 

Figure 3.3. NAN 09045, “‘Martin Luther’ steam tractor (Troostsche Lastwagen), in 

the desert, already partially destroyed by rust,” undated, courtesy of the National 

Archives Windhoek.
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in the sand.”159 Th e roughly forty-kilometer journey took an astonishing three 
months (Figure 3.3).160 And although the tractor was able to complete a couple 
of additional trips, it would take the construction of a railway to fi nally reach 
inland.

Railways matter greatly for colonialism, and that was certainly the case for 
German Southwest Africa. In Germany, contemporaries assigned railways an 
almost mythical power when it came to development.161 More so in Southwest 
Africa than any other German colony, to follow one writer in 1897, railways 
are a vital question, a question of life and death.162 Such rhetoric claimed that 
this technology was needed to cross the barren desert landscapes blocking 
off  the interior. Aft er all, to reference another voice from the time, without 
a railway, the harbor would remain more or less disjointed from the interior, 
a worthless beachhead leading nowhere.163 At the time, contemporaries gen-
erally looked to the United States and its railway system. Th ere, they felt, the 
conquest of the west, the conquest of nature, had been successful. For some the 
eventual construction of railroad was meant to actually change the overall eco-
nomic trajectory of the colony.164 For Governor Leutwein, it brought strategic 
advantages. Aft er all, he wanted to control both land and people. He already 
wrote to the German Chancellor in 1892 that “not the unlimited increase of 
the colonial troops but the construction of railway lines” should be used to 
strengthen the German power base in the colonies.165

Until the turn of the century, several factors had limited initial eff orts to 
make such an investment. First, Germany’s indirect and at times schizophrenic 
imperialism resulted in little funding. Requests to fi nance large-scale infra-
structure projects were generally shut down by parliament. Moreover, in some 
instances syndicates technically held monopolies regarding the construction 
of railways. In September 1892, the German government had given the South 
West Africa Company (SWAC) control over around 75,000 square kilome-
ters in the northern part of Hereroland. Conditions applied, including that the 
company would begin constructing a connection between Sandwich Harbor 
and the mouth of the Kunene River.166 By then the annual report of 1892–93 al-
ready pointed to missed opportunities;167 little happened thereaft er, apart from 
calls in the press.168 Some proposed the use of donkeys or oxen to pull wagons 
on cost-saving wooden tracks.169 Lieutenant Franz von Bülow, who published 
a book about his three years in Southwest Africa in 1896, emphasized the great 
promise of a railway reaching inland from Swakopmund. “Once in some years 
a train is crossing this desert and with that moving the transport of goods 
much deeper inland into the grassy areas then humanity will barely be able 
to imagine the challenges that the entry into Damaraland once brought.”170 
On 4 August 1896, Governor Leutwein then approached the German chan-
cellor to express his concerns when it came to transportation issues. In Leut-
wein’s opinion, a lack of water, limited grazing, and the Rinderpest pandemic 
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made a railway the only solution.171 Th e Director of the Colonial Department 
of Foreign Aff airs, Baron Freiherr Oswald von Richthofen, an avid proponent 
of such infrastructure and the role of the government on site, spoke on behalf 
of the project in parliament in February 1897.172 Backing materialized not least 
due the Rinderpest pandemic and a lack of alternatives. Hence, by 1897 the 
construction of the around 380-kilometer-long Baiwegbahn (Bay Way Line), 
later known as the Staatsbahn (state train), could begin.173

Although increasingly aware of natural factors, the Germans seemed sur-
prised by the diffi  culties that emerged during the building process. Maybe they 
could still not fully grasp the terrain they needed to scale; maybe they believed 
their ingenuity and technology would solve it all. Th ose commenting on the 
construction had projected a simple undertaking. According to Missionary 
Büttner, “If someone would want to plan a railway from this coast into the 
interior then this land would provide little diffi  culties for the construction of 
a train.”174 Lieutenant Schwabe agreed when writing in one newspaper, “Tech-
nical diffi  culties are non-existent, rather level spaces with hard surface and no 
sand drift s due to shift ing sands and wandering dunes as would be present in 
any starting point further south.”175 However, this rather optimistic and con-
fi dent assessment overlooked several challenges. For one, everything had to 
be brought in. Th ere was no Mole yet, which meant taking apart a couple of 
locomotives to then land them with surfb oats was the only way to get them 
to Swakopmund.176 Delays piled on. One frustrated commander supposedly 
dumped his load in the ocean awaiting it to be washed ashore.177 Plus, accidents 
continued to happen. In early September 1899, a Kru man drowned “at very 
diffi  cult surf ” when trying to navigate and land rails loaded in a surfb oat.178 To 
save landing costs, and given the terrain, the train ran on a narrow-gauge of 
sixty centimeters instead of the more widespread larger Cape gauge.179 It also 
took time to mark a route. Once that was completed the construction pro-
cess was organized in four steps: fi rst, the preliminary groundwork division 
cleared rocks and debris along the demarcated route; second, the embankment 
building division took care of constructing the railbed; third, the construction 
division set up supply buildings; fi nally, there was the well drilling crew that 
had to establish a stable water supply along the tracks.180 A fi rst group of work-
ers arrived in Swakopmund on 11 September 1897 and went to work quickly. 
Th at unit consisted of a demarcation division led by engineering offi  cial and 
Lieutenant Kecker. As one report focusing on irrigation noted at the time, “It 
is a major problem . . . also for railways given bridges and openings that ob-
servations tied to existing rainfall are rather scarce.”181 Th is was diffi  cult work, 
in mountainous terrain cut by rivulets and runlets, crossing arid landscapes 
and scaling steep inclines and an elevation of more than 1,600 meters up to 
Windhoek.182 Flash fl oods at times disrupted progress as well, like along the 
Khan riverbed in early 1898.183 Pressed by a lingering pandemic and limited 
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funding, the construction crew simply picked the shortest route.184 In a way, 
it just followed the German colonial topography that already existed. In one 
instance, decision-makers insisted that the route snarled along the northern 
bank of the Swakop River to more easily dispel possible British requests to 
connect Walvis Bay.185

African labor built much of these structures. Th e German suppression of 
rebellions by groups such as the Swartbooi provided land and “a cheap pool of 
labor,”186 to follow one historian. Plus, the Rinderpest made the Herero more 
dependent. Although German military personnel of between 125 and 150 
men and some workers from the Cape Colony made up part of the work force, 
the majority were Herero and Ovambo at up to 1,000 individuals.187 Take the 
construction of a bridge crossing the Okahandja River in October 1901. Th at 
site saw the employment of only seven whites—compared to 108 blacks.188 Af-
rican contract labor came from diff erent groups. Herero leader Kavizeri, for 
example, received a provision of fi ve Marks per laborer and contract while the 
workers themselves received payments of ten Marks per month and free pro-
visions; Herero and Damara leader Manassee and Cornelius, respectively, later 
also contracted workers for the construction of the railway.189 Conditions on 
work sites and in nearby werft s were diffi  cult, especially since many contract 
laborers were not accustomed to the harsh coastal climate. A typhus epidemic 
struck early on;190 at one point a gastrointestinal illness resulted in the death 
of six white and eighteen black workers.191 Plus, German discrimination and 
violence against African workers defi ned work places. Take a black laborer 
from South Africa by the name of John Murway. He got twenty blows with 
the sjambok whip in September 1898; that was then followed by two weeks in 
chains. He had presumably tried to agitate others in light of the harsh working 
conditions and called a white foreman a “bloody German.”192 His citizenship, 
which on paper might have provided more protection, seemed to make little 
diff erence on site. Hard work away from home in hostile desert environments 
made work diffi  cult for whites as well. However, and as even the newspaper 
Windhoeker Anzeiger admitted at one point, “Th e state of health of whites . . . 
was generally good;” blacks, on the other hand, dealt “with several occurrences 
of illnesses and deaths.”193 Africans were the ones completing the most diffi  -
cult tasks: digging into desert sands, moving rocks, hauling wooden railway 
ties and steel tracks, and putting them in place. Not surprisingly then, several 
black workers abandoned the worksite, resulting in a lack of labor and more 
expansive German eff orts to recruit help from the Cape Colony.194

Construction, framed as a battle against nature within German colonial 
narratives, moved along with good speed. Due to the incline, workers only 
covered about 500 meters per day for the fi rst ten kilometers. Construction 
fi nally reached Nonidas aft er two months, on 20 November 1897.195 With little 
knowledge regarding the course of the Khan River, and how to best cross it, 
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offi  cials decided to save money and take the easy way out, maybe updating 
later, and ordered tracks to be laid in the riverbed.196 Aft er scaling elevation 
and arriving on the high plateau, construction moved forward much quicker. 
Th en, between Christmas 1897 and late January 1898, twenty-four African 
men died of a stomach fever. Th at tragedy decreased the willingness of some 
local leaders to provide labor or at least left  workers reluctant to sign up.197 
Offi  cials soon brought in additional hands from South Africa, and by April 
1898 the section reaching the station later known as Rössing was completed. 
As one laborer noted at the time when thinking about this newly emerging 
topography, “the white people have gone completely mad, and are building a 
house [the Rössing train station] in the middle of nowhere.”198 Th e route from 
thereon forward had to cross deep gorges, mountainous landscapes, and bar-
ren deserts (Figure 3.4). Problems with labor, water, supplies, and mechanical 
issues also repeatedly delayed progress. Th e water supply was a particular con-
cern. Workers needed enough drinking water as did animals working at con-
struction sites. Without water nearby delays seemed to become the norm.199 
Impurities in the water also threatened boilers of locomotives, machinery 
that already had to grapple with sand and high temperatures.200 Initially, and 
before drilling crews could alleviate some of the complications, it remained 
up to mules to supply worksites by hauling large iron-rimmed barrels of wa-
ter.201 Th en there were problems with too much water. In Southwest Africa, 
the highly seasonal nature of most rivers posed serious threats as torrential 
rains could result in fl ash fl oods. In an instant, seemingly dry riverbeds turned 
into dangerous streams. One such “downpour” took place in the night from 
1 March to 2 March 1899.202 Soon rivers at times not accounted for fl ushed 
into recently constructed railway embankments, bridges, and other structures. 
According to one newspaper, “Th is also showed that the avoidance of con-
structing bridges due to austerity measures, which, if those were to withstand 
the onslaught of such an amount of water, would have cost much, would have 
resulted in no negative outcomes for the disruption of traffi  c.”203 A similar sit-
uation emerged in January 1902, when rain again fl ushed away large sections. 
Another newspaper pointed out that “[s]uch amounts of rain as they came 
down from the sky in the last weeks require at times costly precautions that 
had not been anticipated and budgeted for among the Eisenbahnkommando 
railway commando.”204 Delays and disruptions added up, sucking up funds few 
had planned for.205

In their quest for alternative means of transport authorities yet again con-
sidered using camels. Little had come about eff orts put forward by the Sied-
lungsgesellschaft  in 1897. Now, two years later, the German government got 
involved. Apart from purchasing twenty-three camels in Egypt, it also found 
four native Egyptian handlers meant to accompany them. Th e acquired animals 
soon awaited further travel in Alexandria. Th e plan was to ship them to Lisbon 
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or Gibraltar, and then have a steamer from the German Woermann-Line take 
them to Walvis Bay or Swakopmund.206 Yet logistics turned out to be a night-
mare. For a couple of months discussions circled around how to best transport 
the animals once aboard. Could they just linger on deck? Do they need boxes? 
Two animals then seemingly ran away. By late April the remaining twenty-one 
camels awaiting shipment in Egypt got sick. Th ey now required two weeks 
of quarantine.207 Rearrangements regarding the transportation to Southwest 
Africa had to be made as costs piled up. Eventually, it became simpler to take 
the twenty camels (another one had run away in the meantime) and Arab han-
dlers to Hamburg fi rst. Carl Hagenbeck, a dealer of all things related to wild 
animals and founder of Hamburg’s zoo, took in the battered creatures. In a 
letter to Berlin he wrote that he is doubtful they will ever gain full recovery.208 
So whereas he called on “the gentlemen in Berlin” to stop by and take a look 
for themselves aft er some apparently doubted his assessment,209 the animals 
stayed in Hamburg for some time. Th ey fi nally arrived in Southwest Africa in 
fall 1899.210 By then the whole ordeal had cost more than 36,000 Marks and 
would have little impact on construction.211

Th ankfully, and in the meantime, the completion of the railway line had 
moved along. It still took four years and nine months. Th e price tag was more 

Figure 3.4. NAN 23383, “Railway bridge construction, probably between Windhoek 

and Swakopmund [190?],” courtesy of the National Archives Windhoek.
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than 15 million Marks—almost three million over budget.212 By mid-June 1902, 
however, the route opened. It was time to celebrate. On the morning of 17 
June at 6:15 A.M., a train had left Swakopmund.213 Two days later, at 1:30 P.M.  
the first passenger train, decorated with flags, arrived in Windhoek. “It was a 
grand train consisting of four-passenger cars first- and second-class, and one 
third-class car for the indigenous population plus two luggage cars,”214 wrote 
the newspaper Deutsch-Südwestafrikanische Zeitung. The train that day was 
not full—just twenty-nine passengers came from the coast. Regardless, those 
awaiting them in Windhoek welcomed them with a hurrah and a formal cer-
emony. Pride was on display that day, pride of having conquered nature by 
scaling difficult terrain.215 Officials had much to applaud. Not only was the 
opening actually ahead of schedule, but it also coincided with the beginning of 
the Landwirtschaftliche Ausstellung (agricultural exhibition) in Windhoek.216 
According to Governor Leutwein, and given the Rinderpest, the train had even 
saved the colony from “a lingering hunger crisis.”217

Private developments meant to exploit resources also seemed to take off. 
An expedition had explored the potential for European copper mining in the 
Otavi region for SWAC in the 1890s. There, San had extracted the precious 
metal for centuries.218 Different proposals for a railway, including one connect-
ing to Portuguese Angola, emerged right away. Yet it took until early 1903 for 
the Otavi Minen- und Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft (OMEG) (Otavi Mining and 
Railway Company), an offshoot of SWAC, to begin construction. National-
istic rhetoric and costs drove the decision to reach Otavi and later Tsumeb 
from Swakopmund.219 Similar to the Staatsbahn, the enterprise—overseen 
by the Berlin-based Company Arthur Koppel A.G.—was framed as a battle 
against nature. First, there was the fight against ocean waters. In one instance, 
a steamer fully loaded with 1,860 tons of material sank off the coast of Libe-
ria.220 There was also not enough water—or at least existing waterholes had to 
be cleaned and restored.221 The Germans had again underestimated existing 
terrains; yet in line with colonial storylines they also once more defeated them. 
Work only lasted for three months before the war disrupted overall efforts 
due to a lack of Herero labor.222 Nonetheless, by 1903 the project itself looked 
promising, and ambitious plans already looked toward a bright future.223

***

Access defined Germany’s early efforts in Southwest Africa. Treacherous 
ocean waters and a rough and unpredictable coastline made natural harbors 
keys for entering, controlling, and ultimately developing the colony. Lüderitz-
bucht, originally claimed in 1884, offered a safe landing spot. However, a lack 
of drinking water and high desert dunes limited transport inland. Walvis Bay 
further north, the other natural harbor and the only access point to the central 
plateau, had been claimed by the British. Once quests for alternative landing 
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spots failed, and since depending on the British in Walvis Bay seemed to be-
come a liability, the Germans pushed for their own gateway—and founded 
Swakopmund. Yet landing north of the Swakop River turned out to be labo-
rious and dangerous. Without landing structures, the Germans depended on 
African experts. For contemporaries it was thus up to German ingenuity to 
solve the access question—and thanks to the construction of the Mole, easy 
landing in the colony could now be guaranteed. Transport inland along the 
Baiweg remained diffi  cult, however, even before the pandemic hit the col-
ony. Th e Rinderpest, a pandemic dependent on the environment and human 
actions,224 then fully disrupted travel; yet it also resulted in the construction 
of a railway to Windhoek. By 1903 environmental infrastructure, defi ned by 
human and non-human agents, as well as natural forces, had thus further re-
shaped existing topographies away from the Baiweg.

Colonists framed these experiences around German ingenuity and per-
sistence. Friedrich Ortloff  narrated the struggle against treacherous ocean cur-
rents, inhospitable climates, and the inabilities of African workers along those 
lines. In his view, it had been German determination and expert knowledge 
that ultimately led to victory in a diffi  cult fi ght. Similarly, scientifi c expertise 
was able to succeed in the struggle against the Rinderpest pandemic. Th ere had 
been losses, of course, but in the end, the disease had been overpowered. Th e 
construction of mainly the Staatsbahn from Swakopmund to Windhoek also 
showcased the value of willpower, a good work ethic, and superior technology. 
German ingenuity had battled diffi  cult terrains, aridity, and all kinds of other 
challenges. Eff orts to bring in camels, or Troost’s stint with a road locomotive, 
became signs of Germany’s optimism and pioneering spirit, later humorous 
anecdotes, yet always in line with overall stories of development and progress. 
Modernity could not be stopped. Th ese were, aft er all, engineers and hydrol-
ogists, military offi  cials and professional craft smen, so all experts able to take 
on any obstacle or frontier. Now, in 1903, German settlers could easily land 
using the Mole in Swakopmund; now they could make their way to the central 
plateau using the comfort of a railway. Soon hard-working and self-suffi  cient 
frontier pioneers and colonists could begin to further transform barren waste-
lands into cultivated and profi table Kulturlandschaft en (cultural landscapes). 
Th e future of Southwest Africa seemed bright and the country open for busi-
ness.225 As such storylines began shaping a colonial-settler identity other fac-
tors defi ning environmental infrastructure fell by the wayside. Aft er all, and to 
follow one historian, it was thanks to the pandemic that Herero had replaced 
perished trek oxen to carry train tracks and ties for the construction of the 
railway inland.226 In that sense, colonial narratives, at times still looming large 
within the scholarship, had little interest in natural forces; in other instances, 
they still underestimate the importance of the non-human agent Rinderpest 
for African history. And, they certainly spilled little ink acknowledging the 
contributions of Africans.
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